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Make Yourself the Best Exhibit
This year there will be fewer occasions for you to exhibit your 4-H Club
projects. This is not true of "You Yourself." You will be an exhibit every day.
MAKE YOURSELF STRONG
To be "somebody" you must unify and direct your wants so that they lead
along useful happy ways of living. Habit soon makes you like whatever ways
you follow.
An enthusiastic, energetic boy or girl without some well-established high-
quality standards is like a high-powered 4-motored airplane with a faulty
rudder or landing gear. No one is a safe pilot until he has habits so well
established that, almost automatically, he does the right thing to control his
plane. So it is with your own habits of daily living.
A standard is not really yours until you acquire the habit of applying it
instantly and without argument or excuse. Argument never settles anything,
and excuses only indicate weakness.
The often-used excuse, "They all do it" is a though-dodging, afraid-to-stand-
on-your-own-feet thing to say. You must be able to say,
HI Can Make Myself Mind Me"
Our parents start us on our way of living.
Teachers and 4-H leaders help a lot in establishing our habits.
Our friends and companions greatly influence our ways.
Your ways or habits of living must be the kind of ways that you and your
friends can tie to and live with comfortably through the years.
Here's the big point: You have the Power of Self-Direction; the job of
growing up is the job of learning how to direct your feeling, your thinking
and your doing. Make you yourself strong by developing your health habits
so that you will have the best of health.
GOOD HEALTH MEANS
Being able to work every day. This will increase production to the maxi-
mum.
Less fatigue from work and more pep for play. You accomplish more and
never miss good times.
More productive years. You will be able to stay on the job longer.
Greater resistance to disease. Healthy people resist infection.
. Better appearance. You will have good posture, a clear skin, and a shine
III your eyes.
4-H Members Who Take
Part in the 4-H Health Program
Will Strive to Eat the Right Food Every Day
Get Sufficient Rest and Proper Exercise
To Build Strong Bodies
Every Nebraska 4-H'er can watch his health habits improve. Keep the
health record on the next page to show your improvement.
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4-H CLUBS
Will Help America Win the War
FOOD IS AMMUNITION
If the parts of an airplane are out of alignment, a smashup is sure to
follow. Good posture is nothing more than a good alignment of the parts of
the body so that no part bears undue weight or suffers undue strain.
Cultivate good posture habits. A slumping body indicates a slumping mind.
Replace a "let-go," "just-get-by" attitude with a keen, alert, "up-and-coming"
attitude.
Health is more than not being sick. It is more than just being up and
around. It means having enough vigor, enthusiasm and endurance to make
life worth living.
Cleanliness, order and good habits are not matters of instinct. You must
grow these good qualities into your life just as you grow other good things into
your life-BY PRACTICE.
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